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The maths work your child is doing at school may look very di�erent to the kind of 
‘sums’ you remember. You may also hear your child use new words to describe their 
calculations e.g. “partitioning or chunking”.

This is because children are encouraged to work mentally, where possible, using 
personal jottings to help support their thinking. Even when children are taught more 
formal written methods, they are only encouraged to use these methods for 
calculations they cannot solve in their heads.

EALC is a collection of all the 14 Primary Schools in and around Exmouth, it also includes Exmouth 
Community College. 

We have a strong team of dedicated maths teachers who are passionate about maths and 
numeracy and want to support, teach, enthuse and challenge all children to become 
mathematical thinkers!

EALC are committed to helping teach your children that they have a choice of methods to use for 
di�erent calculations, depending on the numbers and context of the problem. It is our job as 
teachers to teach these di�erent methods and help children decide which method is the most 
e�ective to use.  

We would strongly encourage you to support your children by:

When faced with a calculation problem, encourage your child to ask...

• Can I do this in my head?

• Could I do this in my head using drawings or 
  jottings to help me?

• Do I need to use a written method?

• Is there another way of solving this?

• Should I use a calculator?

Also help your child to estimate and then check the answer. 
       Encourage them to ask...

• Is the answer sensible?

 Counting in all sorts of numbers forwards 
and backwards... 

 Learning addition and subtraction facts for 
numbers from 1 to 10 and 20, and for 50, 
100 and 1000...

 Learning doubles and halves of numbers up 
to 10 and 20 and also of multiples of 10, 100 
and 1000...

 Learning and knowing multiplication and 
division facts from 0 x to 12 x tables. 

DivisionMultiplication

2 x 4 =
Each child has two eyes. 
How many eyes do four children have?

Children could draw a picture and/or use real things to 
help them work out the answer.

(We encourage children to put the multiple they are 
‘counting in’ at the beginning of the number sentence. In 
this case it is the number 2).

Children are taught to understand multiplication as 
repeated addition and scaling.

Children are taught to understand division as sharing, grouping, 
fractions and as the inverse (opposite) of multiplication.

6 ÷ 2 =
6 Easter eggs are shared between 2 children. 
How many eggs do they get each?

Sharing between 2

There are 6 Easter eggs.. 
How many children can have two each?

Grouping in 2’s

Children could draw a picture and/or use real things to 
help them work out the answer.

To work out how many 7’s there are 
in 28, draw jumps of 7 along a 
number line. This shows you need 4 
jumps of 7 to reach 28.

28 ÷ 7 =
A chew costs 7p.
How many can I 
buy with 28p?

It would take a long time to jump in sixes to 84 so children 
can jump on in bigger jumps.  A jump of 10 groups of 6 
takes you to 60. Then you need another 4 groups of 6 to 
reach 84. Altogether, that is 14 sixes.

84 ÷ 6 =
I need 6 drawing pins to put up a picture.
How many pictures can I put up with 84 pins?

It is helpful to split 192 into sensible ‘chunks’ before 
dividing (we call this “chunking”). As you are dividing by 8, 
the ‘chunks’ chosen must also be divisible by 8. Divide each 
‘chunk’ (how many groups of 8?) and then add the answers 
together.

We call this method “long division”. In this example, 
you are taking away chunks of 7. First subtract 140 
(20 groups of 7) and you are left with 44. Then subtract 42 
(6 groups of 7), to leave 2. Altogether, that is 26 sevens 
with a remainder of 2. In this problem the remainder of 2 
means you need another row of chairs to seat all the 
people for the concert.

Fractions of measures are taught from Foundation Stage, 
so cooking is a great activity to do with your children to 
help them understand di�erent measures.

184 ÷ 7 =
I need 184 chairs for a concert. I arrange them in rows of 7.
How many rows do I need?

5 x 3 =
There are 5 cakes in a pack.
How many cakes in 3 packs?

Dots are often drawn in rows. 
This shows 3 groups of 5.
We call this an “array”.

4 x 3 =
A chew costs 4p.
How much do 3 chews cost?

Drawing an array (3 rows of 4 or 3 columns of 4) 
gives children an image of the answer. 
It also helps develop the understanding 
that 4x3 is the same as 3x4.

6 x 4 =
There are 4 cats. Each cat has 6 kittens.
How many kittens are there altogether?

Children could count on in equal steps, recording each 
“jump” on an empty number line. 
This shows 4 jumps of 6.

7 x 13 =
A book costs £7.
How much would 13 cost?

When numbers get bigger, it is ine�cient to do lots of 
small jumps. Partition 13 into parts (10 and 3). 
This gives you two jumps (7x10 and 7x3).

6 x 124 =
124 books were sold. Each book cost £6.
How much money was taken?

This is called the “grid method”. 124 is split into parts 
(100, 20 and 4 - we call this “partitioning”) and each of 
these is multiplied by 6. The three answers are then 
added together.
This leads onto “short multiplication”.

72 x 34 =
A cat is 72cm long.  A tiger is 34 times longer.
How long is the tiger?

This grid method leads onto “long multiplication”. 
Again partition the numbers and multiply each part. 
Add across the rows, then add those two answers together.

2     +     2     +     2     +     2

5    +    5    +    5

We might say:
6 times 4
4 lots/groups of 6
6 four times
6 multiplied by 4

+60 +24

0
6 x 10 6 x 4

4 groups10 groups

60 84

192 ÷ 8 =
8 pencils �t in each packet. If you have 192 pencils...
How many packets can be �lled?

192 = 160 + 32

20 groups  +  4 groups  =  24

8x2/8x20   8x4

Because I know 8x2 = 16 then 8x20 = 160

 192
- 160

32
-   32

0
(8 x 24)

(8 x 4)

(8 x 20)
8

20 groups

6 groups

 184
- 140

44
-   42

2
= 26 r2

7
(7 x 20)

(7 x 6)

(7 x 26)

0 6 12 18 24

+70 +21

0

7 x 10 7 x 3

70 91

Dots can either be shared out one at a time 
or split into rows. This shows 3 groups of 4.

12 ÷ 4 =
4 apples are packed in a basket. 
How many baskets can you �ll with 12 apples?

0 7p 14p 21p 28p

Relating fractions to division in context: 
e.g. A cake recipe for 8 people uses 500g of �our. 
How much �our would I need to make a cake for 2 or 4 people?

What is 1/2,  1/3,  1/4,  1/6 of 12 litres?
What is 1/4 or 3/4 of 20kg?

x    100      20      4
6    600    120    24  =  £744

= 2160
=   288

 x       70    2
30  2100  60

4    280    8
2448cm  

or  24.48m    

But I need 27 rows of 7 chairs.

Grouping in 4’s

 28 ÷ 7 =
= 7 x        = 28

84 ÷ 6 =        = 6 x        = 84

7    184
26 r2

4

We call this method 
“short division”

+ +
4p 4p 4p

= £91

124
x     6

£744
1 2

We call this 
“short multiplication”

72
x   34

288
2160

2448
1

We call this 
“long

multiplication”
cm

cm
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SubtractionAddition

2 + 3 =
At a party, I eat 2 cakes and my friend eats 3.
How many cakes did we eat together?

Children could draw a picture and/or use real things to 
help them work out the answer.

Children are taught to understand addition as
combining quantities and counting on.

Children are taught to understand subtraction as ‘taking away’ (counting back or counting on), 
‘�nding the di�erence’ (by comparing quanties) and as the ‘inverse’ (opposite) of addition.

5 - 2 =
I had �ve balloons. Two burst. 
How many did I have left?

Children could draw a picture and/or use real things to 
help them work out the answer.

7 + 4 =
7 people are on the bus, 4 more get on at the next stop.
How many people are on the bus now?

Children could use tally marks to represent objects 
(it’s quicker than drawing a picture) and are encouraged to 
make groups of 10, to help them learn number facts to 10.

47 + 25 =
My sun�ower is 47cm tall. It grows another 25cm.
How tall is it now?

Drawing an empty number line helps children to record 
the steps they have taken in a calculation 
(start on 47, +20, then +5). 

This is much more e�cient than counting on in ones.

487 + 546 =
There are 487 boys and 546 girls in a school.
How many children are there altogether?

Children will be taught written methods for those 
calculations they cannot do ‘in their heads’. 

We call this the “column” method, it builds on mental 
methods and makes the value of the digits clear to children. 

The language used is very important (6+7, 40+80, 500+400, 
then 900+ 120 +13 - your child is encouraged to add this 
mentally)

Or

47 67 72

+20 +5 We call this
“bridging 
through” 10

We call this
“partitioning”

We call this
“inverse”

We call this the
“compact column” method

We call this the
“expanded column” method

This shows how we add the 1’s,
10’s and 100’s vertically

487
+ 546

13
120

+ 900
1033

500 +   40 +   6              
+ 400 +   80 +   7              

900 + 120 + 13 = 1033

47 + 25 =     
25 + 47 =     

- 47 = 25
- 25 = 47

1  1 

487
+ 546

1033

47 67 7270

+20 +3 +2

Children will be taught written methods for those 
calculations they cannot do ‘in their heads’. 

We call this the “column” method, it builds on mental 
methods and makes the value of the digits 
clear to children. 

Using tally marks is quicker than drawing a detailed picture.
First we �nd how many are the same in each set, then we 
�nd how many are di�erent (�nd the di�erence).

Lisa has 7 felt tip pens and Tim has 3. 
How many more does Lisa have?

Find the 
di�erence

How many less does Tim have?

Take away

Children are encouraged to count on.I have 6 toy cars but want 7. 
How many more do I need?

Or

(How much ribbon
I cut o� )

(Books on loan)

‘Counting on’ from the smaller to the larger number. 
When we are counting on we show it above the 
number line.

‘Counting back’ - Bridging through ten can help children 
become more e�cient at using their number facts to 10. 
When we are counting back we show it below the 
number line.

83 - 47 = 
I cut 47cm o� a ribbon measuring 83cm.
How much is left?

Children could count on (from the smallest number to the 
biggest) using the empty number line. It is easiest to count 
on to a multiple of 10 or 100 (a friendly number). 

This ‘number line’ method is linked to the inverse of 
subtraction (addition). 

378 +           = 834
834 - 378 =   

Children count back in sensible jumps as it is a small 
amount to subtract.

834 - 378 =
The library owns 834 books. 378 are out on loan.
How many are on the shelves?

£51.80 - £7.50 =

-£1.00-£6.00 -£0.50

£44.30 £50.30
£51.30

£51.80

303 3

47 50 80 83

+400+22 +34

378 400 800 834

+ + = 36cm

2017 22 42

-20-3 -2

42p - 25p = 

= 17p

We call this the
“expanded column” method

325ml - 158ml =
We call this

“partitioning”

ml

325 – 158 = 167  so  325 becomes 200 + 110 + 15
-100     - 50    - 8

100   + 60   + 7

We call this the
“compact column”

method ml

325
-   158

167

2    11   1
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